
SOCIAL MEDIA 

Social media campaigns are a great way to engage your audience as well as create more brand awareness.
There is endless content and creative ideas that can come from your commitment to reforestation. We have

gathered some of our favorite partner campaigns on social media to assist your creative process!

ON THE WOOD-WIDE WEB

Pura vida leveraged their
ambassador network to
launch their charity line of
bracelets through simple
instagram stories and posts.
Ambassadors can reach a
new audience for your
brand. Generally, their
followers trust what they are
promoting is as awesome as
they are! 

Dominos invited their Twitter followers to get in
on the tree planting fun. They began with a
retweet initiative to plant up to a capped
amount of trees, followed by a poll to let their
followers decide where the trees would be
planted!

Get Interactive on Twitter

CAMPAIGNS

Warner Music's hashtag campaign not only planted
lots of trees, it raised awareness too. With a
beautifully crafted landing page, they gave more
details about the project they were supporting and
offered custom assets to make it simple for
participants to post to their personal accounts 

1 Post = 1 Tree 

#WMTREE With Warner MusicRT to Re-Tree with Dominos

Pura Vida Gets Influential



SOCIAL MEDIA 
ON THE WOOD-WIDE WEB

CAMPAIGNS

Be Evergreen Like NIKIN

The sustainable clothing brand has integrated all things
trees and reforestation into their brand. They also
produce regular content around trees and reforestation.
For example, creating informative assets once a week for
Tree Day, supplying instagram worthy tree certificates
with every purchase, and giving a reminder on their
product posts that their product plants trees with
@onetreeplanted.

Create an Ongoing Campaign

Have Fun on TikTok

#MakeAForest with One Tree Planted

During lockdown folks were looking to fill
some time. Now, it seems as though all
ages are using TikTok. Brands are now
trying to figure out how they can fit this
challenge driven, dancing app into their
marketing. We took it the challenge route
where we challenged TikTokers to make a
forest from household items, with a tree
planted for each video posted. By being
featured on the discover page, the
challenge was able to take off and create
brand awareness among younger
audiences. 

Jammin' on Spotify with Bob Marley

For Bob's Marley's 75th Anniversary the Marley Family has
been using several ways to celebrate virtually. One way is
the Stream4Trees campaign in which fans can connect
their Spotify and for every 10 Bob Marley songs streamed
they will plant a tree with One Tree Planted.


